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SARVA  SHIKSHA  ABIYAN 
State Level Achievement survey  2014 – 2015    

Term -III (Question -4) 
STD : VIII           Total Marks :60 

Subject : English                                      Time      :2.30 hrs 
 

1. Wow! What a beautiful picture it is! 
Identify the kind of sentence  

a)Assertive sentence   b)Interogative            c)Exclamatory  d)Imperative 
        2.Fill in the blanks with suitable conjuction 

___________ you complete your project, you won’t get degree 
a) So  b)But  c)And  d)Unless 

      3.  Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
  [Cat,Lion,Goat,Dog] 
 a)Cat  b)Lion  c)Goat  d)Dog 
       4.  Charles wished to be a ___________ 
  a)Auditor  b)Teacher  c)Doctor  d)Lawyer
   
       5.  Thomas Alva Edison, the inventor of the electric bulb. 
  a)Creator  b)Producer  c)Director  d)Organisor 
       6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “Responsible”. 

a)Three     b) Four     c) Five     d) Six 
       7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 Have you ever sat quietly on a clear night 
 a)Slowly   b)Calmly   c)Quickly  
      8.  Electronics  is the study of _____________ 
 a)Electron  b)Atom   c)Stars   d)Moon   
         9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 
               Cricket is played by children 
  a) Transitive verb     b) Passive form     c) Active Form     d)None 
        10.  Write the suffix for the word “Great” 
   a) Less      b) Ness    c) Ment       d) Il 
        11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
  Sita studies in 6th standard 
  a)Sita   b)Studies  c)6th standard   d)In 
              Infer the ideas and meaning from the Bar Graph 
 Students in a class liking different eatables 
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12. What is the graph about? 
  a)Cartoons  b)Eatables  c)Fruits   d)Subjects 
13. Which is the most favourite eatable item? 
  a)Cake   b)Fruits   c)Ice-Cream  d)Sweets 
14. Which are the eatable item liked by the students equally.                                                       
a)Cake and Biscuits b)Sweet and Fruit c)Cake and Fruits d)Biscuits and Ice-Cream 
 Picture comprehension 

 
15. The children in the picture are  __________________ 
 a)Two  b)Three  c)Four  d)Five 
16. They are ______________ break fast 
 a)Reading  b)Drinking  c)Eating   d)Playing 
17. They are Non-Vegetarions 
        State whether the above statement is True or False 
18. Who said the following line 
        Miss Davis, these are my gifts to this class.They have been the only thing I have ever asked  
        My mother for” 

a) My.Davis  b)Johnny  c)Ishaan  d)Rajan 
19.__________________  he goes out, he takes tea. 
 a)Then   b)Whenever   c)But   D)Or 
20. ____________ Rani   was   writing. 
a)When I entered the class b)If I entered the class  c)I entered the class d)None 
21. I will do the gardening  work. 
      In this sentence “ Wi ll” is used to express 
 a)Order    b)Permission   c)Request          d)Willingness 
22. What is the plural form of the word “Spectacles” 
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 a)Spectacle    b)Spectacles     c)Spectacless  d)None 
 
23. In which century was Leonardo Da Vinci a great designer and artist? 
 a)14 th century  b) 15 th century  c)16 th century   d)None 
24. Fill in the blanks with the  right form of the verb 
       Thomas Alva Edison ______ not invent the Telephone.  

a) Do     b) Does    c) Did    d) Is 
25. Identify the number of syllables  in the word ‘Country’ 
       a) Mono syllabic       b) Di-syllabic      c)  Tri-syllabic      d) None 
 26.Choose the correct preffix for the word  ’Legal ’ 
   a) Im    b) il     c) Un     d)In 
 27.  Choose the oppsite of the word given: Forward 

 a) Before    b) Near    c) Running     d) Backward 
   28.  Find out the meaning of the given word:  Retrain 

a) Communicate b) Start     c) Stop doing it    d) Nature 
    29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
       A    B     C             D                   
 A medium-sizedstar    /  the sun /     is /in one such galaxy 
     a)    CADB  b)   ADBC c)   DBCA  d)  BCAD 
30.  The Expansion of  “RTE” is  
 a) Right To Education b)  Rising To Education c) Race To Educatio    d) Risk To Education 
31. And fell to the asphalt instead. 
       The meaning of the word “asphalt” is 

a)Cement used to cover a road  b) Water used to agricultural land   c)  Both d) None     
32.  ________________  trees is my hobby. 

a) Laughing  b) Walking  c) Swimming  d) Planting 
33. Fill in the blanks with a suitable article. 
       I want to ____________ Airport to catch a flight to Chennai  . 

a)   An                 b) A                c) The             d) None 
34.  My mother loves ___________ 
    a) Cook             b) Cooks               c) To Cook     d) None 
35.  Find out the adverb in the sentence 
I can play well 
         a) I      b) Can     c) Play     d) Well 
36.  Find out the preposition in the sentence given below: 
        The ball is ___________  the taste. 
 a) On       b) Put     c) The      d) Form 
 37.  Tick the correct sentence. 
         a) The woman has eaten the mango    b) The woman has eat  the mango  
          c)The woman haven  eaten the mango 
 
 38.  Jhonny   had problems with reading and writing. 
         It means that he was __________ 

a) Dyslexic     b) Dysgraphic       c) Dyscalculic       d) None 
 39.   “ Dear God,  This is Charles. I turned  twelve the other  day,”  My IQ was tested   at 140. 
          What was his IQ level? 

a) Twelve     b)  140    c)  120    d)  100 
 40.   Reading    poerty teaches us many thing.   
          Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

a) Infinitive          b) Article    c)  Gerund             d)  Modal 
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  41.   The picture ___________  drawn. 
            a) Is    b) Are     c) Were     d) Am 
  42.  Which of the words given below can be placed after the word  Tele  to form a  
Compound word.  

a) Vision        b) Writer       c)  Book           d) Pen 
  43. Find out the opposite of the word:  Buzy 
         a) Brisk     b) Kind    c)  Active     d) Idle 
   44. Which of the following word takes the prefix ’Dis’ 
         a) Agree      b) Kind    c) Improve    d)  Great 
  45.  Find out the opposite of the word:  Sad  x happy 
   46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Lakes  
   47.  Write  two sentences about  “An Elephant” 
   48.  Speaking skill 
           Speak four sentences about “My Family” 
    49.  Read aloud: 
           Any Paragraph. 
   50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the 
         Questions asked   by the teacher. 
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Term -III (Question -4)-Answer 
1.Wow! What a beautiful picture it is! 

Identify the kind of sentence  
a)Assertive sentence   b)Interogative            c)Exclamatory  d)Imperative 

        2.Fill in the blanks with suitable conjuction 
___________ you complete your project, you won’t get degree 

b) So  b)But  c)And  d)Unless 
      3.  Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
  [Cat,Lion,Goat,Dog] 
 a)Cat  b)Lion  c)Goat  d)Dog 
       4.  Charles wished to be a ___________ 
  a)Auditor  b)Teacher  c)Doctor  d)Lawyer
   
       5.  Thomas Alva Edison, the inventor of the electric bulb. 
  a)Creator  b)Producer  c)Director  d)Organisor 
       6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “Responsible”. 

a)Three     b) Four     c) Five     d) Six 
       7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 Have you ever sat quietly on a clear night 
 a)Slowly   b)Calmly   c)Quickly  
      8.  Electronics  is the study of _____________ 
 a)Electron  b)Atom   c)Stars   d)Moon   
         9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 
               Cricket is played by children 
  a) Transitive verb     b) Passive form     c) Active Form     d)None 
        10.  Write the suffix for the word “Great” 
   a) Less      b) Ness    c) Ment       d) Il 
        11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
  Sita studies in 6th standard 
  a)Sita   b)Studies  c)6th standard   d)In 
              Infer the ideas and meaning from the Bar Graph 
 Students in a class liking different eatables 

 
12. What is the graph about? 
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  a)Cartoons  b)Eatables  c)Fruits   d)Subjects 
13. Which is the most favourite eatable item? 
  a)Cake   b)Fruits   c)Ice-Cream  d)Sweets 
14. Which are the eatable item liked by the students equally.                                                       
a)Cake and Biscuits b)Sweet and Fruit c)Cake and Fruits d)Biscuits and Ice-Cream 
 Picture comprehension 

 
15. The children in the picture are  __________________ 
 a)Two  b)Three  c)Four  d)Five 
16. They are ______________ break fast 
 a)Reading  b)Drinking  c)Eating   d)Playing 
17. They are Non-Vegetarions 
        State whether the above statement is True or False 
18. Who said the following line 
        Miss Davis, these are my gifts to this class.They have been the only thing I have ever asked  
        My mother for” 

b) My.Davis  b)Johnny  c)Ishaan  d)Rajan 
19.__________________  he goes out, he takes tea. 
 a)Then   b)Whenever   c)But   D)Or 
20. ____________ Rani   was   writing. 
a)When I entered the class b)If I entered the class  c)I entered the class d)None 
21. I will do the gardening  work. 
      In this sentence “ Wi ll” is used to express 
 a)Order    b)Permission   c)Request          d)Willingness 
22. What is the plural form of the word “Spectacles” 
 a)Spectacle    b)Spectacles     c)Spectacless  d)None 
 
23. In which century was Leonardo Da Vinci a great designer and artist? 
 a)14 th century  b) 15 th century  c)16 th century   d)None 
24. Fill in the blanks with the  right form of the verb 
       Thomas Alva Edison ______ not invent the Telephone.  

b) Do     b) Does    c) Did    d) Is 
25. Identify the number of syllables  in the word ‘Country’ 
       a) Mono syllabic       b) Di-syllabic      c)  Tri-syllabic      d) None 
 26.Choose the correct preffix for the word  ’Legal ’ 
   a) Im    b) il     c) Un     d)In 
 27.  Choose the oppsite of the word given: Forward 

 a) Before    b) Near    c) Running     d) Backward 
   28.  Find out the meaning of the given word:  Retrain 

a) Communicate b) Start     c) Stop doing it    d) Nature 
    29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
       A    B     C             D                   
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 A medium-sizedstar    /  the sun /     is /in one such galaxy 
     a)    CADB  b)   ADBC c)   DBCA  d)  BCAD 
30.  The Expansion of  “RTE” is  
 a) Right To Education b)  Rising To Education c) Race To Educatio    d) Risk To Education 
31. And fell to the asphalt instead. 
       The meaning of the word “asphalt” is 

a)Cement used to cover a road  b) Water used to agricultural land   c)  Both d) None     
32.  ________________  trees is my hobby. 

a) Laughing  b) Walking  c) Swimming  d) Planting 
33. Fill in the blanks with a suitable article. 
       I want to ____________ Airport to catch a flight to Chennai  . 

b)   An                 b) A                c) The             d) None 
34.  My mother loves ___________ 
    a) Cook             b) Cooks               c) To Cook     d) None 
35.  Find out the adverb in the sentence 
I can play well 
         a) I      b) Can     c) Play     d) Well 
36.  Find out the preposition in the sentence given below: 
        The ball is ___________  the taste. 
 a) On       b) Put     c) The      d) Form 
 37.  Tick the correct sentence. 
         a) The woman has eaten the mango    b) The woman has eat  the mango  
          c)The woman haven  eaten the mango 
 
 38.  Jhonny   had problems with reading and writing. 
         It means that he was __________ 

b) Dyslexic     b) Dysgraphic       c) Dyscalculic       d) None 
 39.   “ Dear God,  This is Charles. I turned  twelve the other  day,”  My IQ was tested   at 140. 
          What was his IQ level? 

b) Twelve     b)  140    c)  120    d)  100 
 40.   Reading    poerty teaches us many thing.   
          Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

b) Infinitive          b) Article    c)  Gerund             d)  Modal 
  41.   The picture ___________  drawn. 
            a) Is    b) Are     c) Were     d) Am 
  42.  Which of the words given below can be placed after the word  Tele  to form a  
Compound word.  

b) Vision        b) Writer       c)  Book           d) Pen 
  43. Find out the opposite of the word:  Buzy 
         a) Brisk     b) Kind    c)  Active     d) Idle 
   44. Which of the following word takes the prefix ’Dis’ 
         a) Agree      b) Kind    c) Improve    d)  Great 
  45.  Find out the opposite of the word:  Sad  x happy 
   46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Lakes -  ஏ� 
   47.  Write  two sentences about  “An Elephant” 
   48.  Speaking skill 
           Speak four sentences about “My Family” 
    49.  Read aloud:     Any Paragraph. 
   50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the 
         Questions asked   by the teacher. 
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